The Importance of a Correct Diet in Preventing Osteoporosis
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Abstract

Osteoporosis is a very common bone disease characterized by low bone mass and micro architectural deterioration of bone tissue. It may result in high risk of bone fractures with impaired quality of life. The prevention of this disorder is based on an appropriate lifestyle and a proper diet. The correct supply of Vitamins D and K, protein, fatty acids and dietary components are notable factors that help maintain healthy bone structure. The effects of these elements have been briefly discussed and they have been shown to correlate to bone health.
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Introduction

Osteoporosis is very common—it is likely the most common bone disease [1]. It is characterized by low bone mass and mineral density that causes bone fragility and a subsequent increase in susceptibility to fracture [2]. The disorder occurs more frequently in the elderly and women, but may result in substantial morbidity and mortality in men [3]. In the European Union, twenty-two million women and 5.5 million men were estimated to have osteoporosis. Annually, there are 3.5 million new fragility fractures including 610,000 hip fractures, 520,000 vertebral fractures, 560,000 forearm fractures and 1,800,000 other fractures (i.e. fractures of the pelvis, rib, humerus, tibia, fibula, clavicle, scapula, sternum and other femoral fractures). The economic burden of these injuries and prior injuries is estimated to be €37 billion. Incident fractures represented 66% of this cost, long-term fracture care 29% and pharmacological prevention 5 %. Previous and incident fractures also accounted for 1,180,000 quality-adjusted life years lost during 2010. The costs are expected to increase by 25% in 2025 [4].

Lifestyle and correct diet are the first elements to prevent the risks of bone fractures—nutrients and food ingredients have a positive or negative impact on bone health [5]. The poor dietary supply of these elements or due to pathology leads to bone weakens and osteoporosis [5]. These dietary factors range from inorganic minerals (e.g., calcium, magnesium, phosphorus, sodium, potassium, and various trace elements) and vitamins (vitamins A, D, E, K, C, and certain B vitamins) to macronutrients such as protein and fatty acids [6].

The goal of this review is to describe the dietary factors involved in bone metabolism and their role in the prevention of osteoporosis.

Calcium

Dietary calcium is present as salts or associated with other dietary constituents in the form of calcium ion complexes (Ca²⁺) absorbed in the proximal small intestine.

There are two routes of absorption: the first consist is via an active transcellular vitamin D dependent pathway (especially when intake is low). This includes entry of luminal Ca²⁺ across the microvillar membrane into the enterocyte via an electrochemical gradient via specific ion channels such as CAT1 (calcium transport protein 1). The second route is a non-vitamin D dependent paracellular pathway (especially when intake is high). Here, passive calcium is transported through the tight junctions between mucosal cells. It is non-saturated and is essentially independent of nutritional and physiological regulation as well as concentration [7].

An intake at which the calcium excretion is zero (intake and absorption are equal) is a minimal requirement. Though considerable differences exist between the results obtained from different researchers, a WHO expert panel has concluded that the correct value is 520 mg per day for adults eating a Western diet. Calcium is lost via urine, feces and other routes. In adults, the minimum urinary loss is up to 140 mg/day. When the amount of calcium introduced by diet is less than 200 mg/day, the net intestinal absorption is practically zero because approximately the same quantity is secreted daily into the gastrointestinal lumen and is lost with the feces [7].

There are many food constituents that have been suggested to be potential enhancers of calcium absorption including lactose, lactulose, and casein phosphopeptides. These common milk components play a considerable role particularly in postmenopausal women as well in reducing incident fractures in individuals who had previously suffered fractures and a reduction in bone mass [8]. Non-digestible oligosaccharides may also improve calcium absorption as well some legumes (soybean, peas, beans, lentils) that contain a large amount of calcium. Cooked spinach containing oxalic acid may interfere in the absorption of calcium and actually increase excretion [9]. Calcium supplementation in healthy postmenopausal women is not risk-free. Bolland et al. (10) studied 1471 healthy postmenopausal women on a calcium supplementation diet consisting of 1 g of elemental calcium daily as the citrate or identical placebo. Relevant complications such as myocardial infarction, stroke and sudden death were observed for five years in the treated group. The researchers noted significantly increased rates of adverse cardiovascular events. Therefore calcium supplementation has benefits on bone mass structure, but these should be balanced against potential detrimental effects [10].

The effectiveness of calcium supplementation has been showed to have a significant effect in reducing or blocking bone loss [11]. This effect has been mainly demonstrated in postmenopausal women (12). The influence of calcium supplementation on fracture risk is still a
matter of debate, having reported in literature only a few studies that have addressed fracture endpoints [12].

Vitamin D

Vitamin D consists of a group of sterol elements that act on bone modulation. Among these elements, only two show a nutritional relevant importance: ergocalciferol (vitamin D_{2}) and cholecalciferol (vitamin D_{3}), which are produced via ultraviolet radiation on 7-dehydrocholesterol and ergosterol, respectively. Vitamin D has an important role in bone metabolism in that it increases plasma levels of calcium and phosphorus, regulates osteoblast and osteoclast activity, and prevents PTH hypersecretion. Thus it has a critical role in regulating bone formation and preventing/treating osteoporosis.

Skin exposure to sunlight is an important source of endogenous Vitamin D. This is much more important than food intake; it is not affected by serum calcitriol levels.

Vitamin D is mainly found in fish that feed on plankton with limited quantities in other foods. Human milk contains Vitamin D levels sufficient for newborns; bovine milk has low levels.

The daily adult requirement of vitamin D, in absence of sun exposure, is between 600–800 IU per day but varies according to age and conditions such as gestation or lactation [9]. Cod liver oil, fatty fish and fortified foods (milk and cereals) are recommended supplements in the event of low sun exposure [13].

According to Lips [13] the 24,25(OH)_{2}D decreases fracture risk by stimulating osteoblast activity and bone formation. It has instead been shown that 1,25 (OH)_{2}D decreases activity of osteoclasts and slows the process of bone demineralization directly by inhibiting the synthesis and secretion of parathormone PTH[11]. This hormone is secreted when serum levels of calcium fall and stimulates activity of 1a-hydroxylase in the kidney enhancing production of 1, 25 (OH)_{2}D.

Contraindications have been reported in the intake of high dose of oral vitamin D. In fact, Sanders et al. [14] reported that individuals receiving high-dose cholecalciferol within one year experienced 15 % more falls and 26 % more fractures (some not directly associated with a fall) versus the placebo group.

Sodium and potassium intake

Sodium intake in adult age ranges from 2,990 to 4,600 mg/day. Animal and human studies have showed that the excretion of calcium in the urine increases as dietary sodium intake increases. In postmenopausal women, the intake of 1,768 mg/day of calcium or urinary sodium excretion of 2,110 mg/day did not result in hip bone loss [15]. The increased urine calcium excretion is estimated at approximately 26 mg per gram of salt ingested. An excess of sodium reabsorption at the proximal tubule and at Henle's loop is related to an increased salt intake, which reduces calcium levels. This is then eliminated in the urine to decrease calcium absorption.

Potassium is plentiful in food particularly in fruit and vegetables. Dietary consumption varies considerably with a recommended intake of 1-2 mEq/Kg. The intestines absorb approximately 90 % of the ingested potassium.

The link between dietary potassium and bicarbonate and the bone metabolism has been recently investigated by Hanley et al. [16], that reported in a review article that high intake of potassium with an increased feed with fruit and vegetables decreased the urinary calcium excretion through two possible mechanisms of action: 1) high fiber content of the diet that minimizes calcium absorption, or 2) a reduction of the “acid load” that conserves calcium for bone retention [16].

Protein intake

Protein provides the structural matrix of bone, optimizes IGF-1 levels, and increases urinary calcium and intestinal calcium absorption [17].

As protein intake increases, there is a major elimination of urinary calcium with most subjects developing negative calcium balance. It is estimated that there is a 50% increase in urinary calcium associated with doubling protein intake or roughly 1 mg urinary calcium for every gram of dietary protein [18]. However, the increase in urinary calcium observed with purified proteins or aminoacid infusions is not readily observed with food sources of protein [18].

In healthy adults, the increased protein intake from 0.7 to 2.1 g/kg/day increases urinary calcium elimination, but also increases intestinal absorption [19]. Increased calciuria is not necessarily correlated to calcium loss, negative calcium balance, or reduced bone density. On the contrary, several studies have demonstrated a positive association between dietary protein intake and increased bone mineral content or decreased risk of fracture [18].

Moreover, intake of high-quality protein is notable on the maintenance of adequate muscle mass and function and consequently in the quality of bone strength and density especially in the elderly population [20].

Sellmeyer et al. [21], in a prospective study performed in elderly women submitted to a diet with high ratio of animal to vegetable protein intake, showed a more rapid femoral neck bone loss and a greater risk of hip fracture than those with a low ratio. This suggests that an increase in vegetable protein intake and a decrease in animal protein intake may decrease bone loss and the risk of hip fracture.

The relationship between protein intake and bone structure is further correlated to the potential negative effects of overall dietary acid-base balance. Urinary calcium increases with acid-forming foods such as meat, fish, eggs, and cereal, but decreases with plant foods. It is likely determined by the acid-base status of the entire diet. Bone loss may be attributable to the mobilization of skeletal salts to balance the endogenous acids generated from acid-forming foods. The meat intake and bone loss may, in fact, be related to an inadequate intake of fruits and vegetables than the overconsumption of meat [18].

Vitamin K

Vitamin K is a coenzyme for glutamate carboxylase, which mediates the conversion of glutamate (Glu) to gamma-carboxyglutamate (Gla). At least 3 Gla proteins are found in bone tissue (osteocalcin 5 bone GlA Protein, matrix Gla protein, and protein S). The most plentiful and best known is osteocalcin (OC), which is released into the blood and is used as a marker of bone formation. The synthesis of functionally active OC is both vitamin D and vitamin K dependent. Vitamin K deficiency results in inadequate carboxylation of OC and leads to high serum levels of undercarboxylated (Glu) OC with low biologic activity [22]. Booth et al. [23] reported on a cross-sectional associations study between self-reported dietary vitamin K intake and BMD of the hip and spine performed in men and women of age range from 29-86 years. This study has been performed measuring BMD at the hip and spine in 1112 men and 1479 women who participated in the Framingham Heart Study. They obtained these following results: no significant associations were found between dietary vitamin K intake and BMD
regulation, detoxification and the formation of healthy bones and teeth [30].

Magnesium deficiency can affect bone health through several mechanisms. Low magnesium alters the structure of apatite crystals. Indeed, osteoporotic women with demonstrated magnesium deficiency have larger organized crystals in trabecular bone than healthy women and larger crystals because bones do not bear a normal load. In addition, magnesium deficiency is associated with a reduction in PTH levels and thus decreases in vitamin D. The recommended adult daily intake of magnesium is 310 mg/day [31].

Zinc, as a trace element, is essential for function of several critical enzymes in osteoblasts that are essential for collagen synthesis and other products. In addition, alkaline phosphatase requires zinc for osteoblast activity. The recommended adult daily intake is 8mg/day [32].

Until recently, the physiological role of copper in bone homeostasis has remained unclear. It has shown that copper is needed for the enzyme that increases crosslinking of collagen and elastin molecules. It may also have roles in other enzymes of bone cells. Bone mineralization may also be reduced via the changes induced in the two matrix proteins by low copper intakes [33]. Daily intake of copper in adults is 900 mg/day.

Coffee

Hallström et al. [34] reported that high coffee consumption (four or more cups per day) plus high calcium intake (more than 1200 mg/day) did not interfere with BMI versus those who had high consumption of coffee and low (< 600 Mg/Day) Or Intermediate Intake (600-1200 Mg/Day) Of Calcium. It Is Still Questionable If Caffeine Plays A Role In Reducing The Risk Of Fractures [34].

Conclusion

As reported by the large literature studies, adequate nutrition is a contributing factor in preventing osteoporosis—a multifactorial disorder that affects many people worldwide. Prevention should start in childhood because that is when bone formation is very intense and the achievement of optimal peak bone mass is a useful requirement in childhood because that is when bone formation is very intense and the achievement of optimal peak bone mass is a useful requirement in secondary prevention of osteoporosis. Literature studies reported that it is important to exclude large amounts of salt and caffeine, which may interfere with bone metabolism. Clearly, other factors besides these nutrients are important including avoiding smoking, high alcohol intake and sedentary lifestyle. These all contribute to reduced risk of fracture.
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